Invitation to the Dance

Dance declined in all its nuances: back to July 6 to 29 Invitation to the Dance Edition number
21, at Villa Pamphili. Eclectic Review, addictive, designed to accommodate an audience
passionate and curious.
Invitation to the Dance And this year does not disappoint, presenting a series of proposals
ranging from classical to modern dance, tango and not forgetting Flamengo, popular sure, but
that have much to say. Immediately to report an exceptional event, participation IGORA
Moiseyev Ballet that 21 and 22 July will present the show Tribute to Igor Moiseyev,
choreographer and founder of the international dance icon in 1937's most important folkloric
dance company in the world.

Instead it will be a big Italian company to open the festival on July 6: the fact Aterballetto
will stage two choreographies designed by Mauro Bigonzetti, inspired by one o'clock the music
of Rossini and the other to the rhythms of soul and blues. Even Italy and pay tribute to 150
years with two different shows together. Imperfect Dancers Ballet will present 90 July 15
premiere of the show Taranta New Moon, with choreography by Walter Matteini and original
music by Walter Sivilotti Anvil and Mario performed live in a sort of ideal path between
Taranta and Va Pensiero .
Second Production Unit is on Italy, my Africa Society of the CRDL Mvuli Sungani in sena July
29. Concludes the scope of Italian products Cassandra the show, the choreographer Luciano
Cannito, July 12 made by the Company directly from the same DCE Danzitalia Cannito and
interpreted dall'étoile Rossella Brescia and Stefano De Martino in the leading roles.
It definitely changes the register on 8 July with the Flamenco desnudo Ricardo Castro, a
dance without any frills and round, back to the essence of dance that comes up. It is a journey
into the emotions, as well as in dance, will be two evenings of 26 and 27 July, when the Villa
Pamphili, will be held for the first time a gala tango. Abrazame Tango, the world premiere and
exclusive, will propose the most diverse styles of this dance and the dancers the most
prestigious. The orchestra Hyperion Ensemble will perform live music.
Another gala not to be missed is scheduled on July 19 when Villa Pamphili'll dance in the
premiere of Tomorrow The Stars of the Ballet de l'Opera National de Paris. In the evening's
program, the backbone of classical ballet with contemporary choreography. And the charm of
the ballet will be at the heart of the beautiful evening program on July 25, when the Ballet of
the Teatro dell'Opera in Macedonia will propose an extraordinary Petipa's Don Quixote, with
Dinu Tamazlacaru and Iana Salenko, main interpreters of StaatsBallet Berlin.
M.P.M.
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Invitation to the Dance, the twenty-first edition
From 6 to 29 July 2011, 21.15 h
Theatre Villa Pamphili
10 Via di San Pancrazio, Rome (map)
Tickets: The industry € 23, concessions € 20; Sector II € 20, reduced € 17
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